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ADJUDICATION APRIL 2017 
The venue for this event Croydon & District Masonic Halls, could not be faulted as it was 
completely light tight and the PAGB did not have projection problems from light leaking into the 
room which have dogged some previous Adjudications.   The only drawback was the VERY 
confusing one way system and parking facilities for those staying overnight. 
This was my last Adjudication as PAGB Awards Secretary and photographers from our Federation 
did us proud!   It is a long time since we had so many successes and, on behalf of the Council we 
wish to congratulate the following:- 

At Credit Print level 
Frank Adams   Chichester CC 
Zoltan Balogh   Southampton CC 
Sue Lambert   Chichester CC 
Amanda Miller   Dorset Light PC 
Lynne Owen   Chichester CC 

Credit PDI 
Keith Sawyer   Chichester CC 

Distinction Print level  
Roger Dixey   Winchester PS 
Alan G Edwards  Bracknell CC 
Ross Laney   Chichester CC 
Sue Sibley   Southampton CC 

Distinction PDI 
Fergus Cowhig   New Forest CC 

The observant amongst you will have noted that Chichester CC members made up nearly 50% of 
the above and it is a tribute to the mentoring scheme the Club runs for those who wish to seek 
Distinctions.   I know all clubs cannot follow suit but it does place great emphasis on the fact 
that some entrants do not seek any form of advice or guidance about their entries and fall by 
the wayside.     

This was very true in the Distinction PDI section where only four of the fifteen entrants were 
successful.   The PAGB have discussed this at length a number of times and one of the main 
failings is that  entrants  prepare their images on a computer monitor and do not see them 
projected.    Or, if they are projected the equipment is not comparable with the PAGB projection 
on an 8foot screen which shows up every single blemish. 

November 2017 - Colchester   As previously advised this event, which is being masterminded by 
the New Awards Secretary, Daphne Hanson DPAGB,APAGB from East Anglian Fed, is completely 
full as a very large number of EAF members are having a try.   There are unlikely to be any 
withdrawals not already covered by the waiting list. 

April 2018 - L&CPU - venue yet to be agreed 
By the time of the AGM the lists for this adjudication will be open and entries are arriving with 
Daphne at a surprising rate.   I have been surprised, when sending out the results of this months 
event, the number of those who failed  who are already planning another attempt.   So, as I 
seem to end every report - if you wish to enter do not leave it too late.   You will need to 
contact me for your application form (not Daphne) as I will still have to sign it (assuming I retain 
the job at the AGM!) 
Leo Rich 
28th April 2017


